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logger. Global lecture series founder. Co-working innovator. 
App builder. Temporary tattoo maker. Tina Roth Eisenberg has 
built a career around incorporating new achievements into syn-
onyms for design entrepreneurship: “Some call me the queen of 

accidental businesses, but I would call myself a graphic designer with 
an entrepreneurial heart and a passion for ‘fixing’ things.”

Eisenberg fixes a lot of things and shares insights into the need 
fulfilled by each of her “accidental” businesses and intentional fixes: 
“Swissmiss was my way to keep track of my daily findings. Granted 
this was pre-Tumblr, pre-Pinterest. CreativeMornings was my response 
to the conference world … wanting an accessible, monthly event series 
that lets me meet up with my community. Studiomate was my way of 
setting up an ideal work environment. TeuxDeux is my response to 
dealing with daily to-dos (in app form). Tattly was my way of making 
sure my kids don’t have to wear badly designed temporary tattoos.”

It is an impressive list influenced by a certain strict design men-
tality. “I see a problem,” she explains. “I proceed to wanting to fix the 
problem. I get to work. I iterate. I iterate some more. I launch it. I start 
over.” Good design. Good business. Fast success.

It seems fitting that someone as diversely talented as Eisenberg 
started out working on a project like the Visual Thesaurus. This sleek 
digital word tool, which allows users to see a variety of related words 
bloom from one another, matches the intense diversity of the indi-
vidual behind its user interface design.

“I was hired by Thinkmap (at the time called Plumb Design) in 2002 
and was thrilled when they put me in charge of branding and updating 
the UI of the Visual Thesaurus,” Eisenberg says of her early days at 
Thinkmap. “While I love everything virtual and digital, I was thrilled 
I got to design a tangible product that ended up on store shelves. As 
someone who is into words and user interfaces, it was a dream come 
true. And it’s safe to say that working on Visual Thesaurus has been 
one of the most exciting projects I’ve ever worked on before I started 
my own companies.”

Those businesses of her own 
have been plenty exciting as well, 
even if entrepreneurship had a 
steep learning curve.

“Obviously, it’s always different 
to work on your own product 
than on someone else’s idea,” 
Eisenberg says.  “Looking back, I 
had no idea what it takes to create 
a product from scratch, making 
sure there’s enough cash in the 
bank to pay everyone. I have 
lots of respect for the Thinkmap 
founders. Everyone should at 
some point run their own busi-
ness; then, if they take a job again, 
be a much more understanding 
and appreciative employee.” 

Not that the steep curve was a 
problem Eisenberg could not fix. 
Not only did she start a highly 
successful blog as a way to help 

collect her own thoughts and discoveries, but her desire for a bigger 
community led to CreativeMornings. The site now has listings across 
several continents. Has that had led to an increased international fol-
lowing for Eisenberg?

“Not sure, never measured it,” she admits. “I just know that there are 
over 6,000 people meeting up monthly around the globe, because of 
a local event I started here in New York City. This makes me all kinds 
of happy. “

But it isn’t just the global community that inspires her. She draws 
plenty of inspiration from some hyperlocal sources as well.

“My kids keep me grounded and make me appreciate the simple 
things in life. My daughter is proud of the fact that it was because of 
her that I started Tattly. She asks a lot of questions about what I do at 
Tattly and if I like what I do. Getting her thinking ‘entrepreneurially’ 
at her age (6) is powerful. The other day, she said, ‘Why should I sell 
Girl Scout cookies if I could sell my own!’ You can probably imagine 
how big the smile on my face was.”

The Swissmiss doesn’t just keep it in the family though. She’s happy 
to explain what Swiss design has taught her across all of her businesses: 
“Embrace white space. Trust the grid. Simplicity is king.”

And if you happen to be an aspiring designer of any sort looking 
for advice, she has a bit more: “Always try to do your best work. Never 
settle for the first best thing. Always over-deliver.” 

SXSW Interactive registrants can get a first-hand look at how 
Eisenberg’s need to fix problems plays out. When asked about her 
SXSW appearance, she explains: “In my talk, I will be touching upon 
the importance of side projects and eccentric aunts. I will share a few 
simple rules I follow in my day-to-day, as a mom, entrepreneur, and 
friend.” n
Tina Roth Eisenberg will deliver the Sunday keynote address at SXSW Interac-
tive today (Sunday, March 10) at 2pm in Exhibit Hall 5 of the Austin Convention 
Center.

Designer Tina Roth Eisenberg Knows How 
to Succeed Fast — and Repeat
by Michael Trice
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isha Tyler is smarter than most of us, and the comedian, pod-
caster, movie/TV/voice/game actor (her credits include FX’s 
Archer, XIII, Babymakers and halo: reach) and host of The Talk 

can induce a dizzying sense of inadequacy. Fortunately, that feeling is 
eclipsed by the relief she instills that there is hope for humanity after 
all.

Her “Girl on Guy” podcast (named iTunes’ “Best New Comedy 
Podcast” in 2011) is a frank, profound and ribald commentary on 
men’s obsessions hosted by a “guy’s girl” who was raised by a single 
dad and routinely delights an audience of 60 percent men. Tyler puts 
it frankly: “I want permission to be whatever I am. Men should be free 
to be who they are.” Her guests are people such as Eugene Mirman, 
Anthony Bourdain and Reggie Watts. “Girl on Guy”—originally a TV 
show she says no one wanted—is now in its third season and has sur-
passed five million downloads.

This is quite a success on many levels, including the obvious. 
“Overall, there’s a huge gender gap in podcasting,” Tyler explains. “I’m 
probably one of the only women in the top 10. I think the dearth of 
women in podcasting reflects the dearth of women in comedy gener-
ally.” Of course, she adds, “It’s only helpful. Whatever latent biases in 
the field of comedy lead to women leveraging tech, it still has to be 
good.”

It is logical to compare “Girl on Guy” to Marc Maron’s shame-spiral 
comedy podcast, and Maron has been a major role model. If he has 
her on his show, she jokes, “He could kill two birds with one stone—a 
black person and a woman!”

Her original inspiration though, was Chris Hardwick and Adam 
Corolla’s “Nerdist” podcast: “I felt like it was this wonderful informal 
celebration of everything that was nonconformist about people in this 
business.”

If you need further proof that her brain is firing extra synapses, Tyler 
has a degree in government and environmental policy from Dartmouth, 
though she stays away from politics in her comedy: “Political material 
alienates half your audience. You can’t change the world if you’re only 
speaking to half of it.” She is a hardcore gamer and plays on the World 
Poker Tour (not to mention appearing on Celebrity Jeopardy). She bal-
ances all of this with snowboarding, home brewing, social activism and 
marriage.

Also, she writes. Her second book is Self-Inflicted Wounds (to be 
published by HarperCollins in July), a collection of “loosely autobio-
graphical” high points from “my life in disaster.” It springboards from 
a regular “Girl on Guy” segment about moments of comic humilia-
tion: “Dave Eggers crapping his pants when he was eight. Curtis Stone 
streaking drunk through a hotel in Melbourne … a catastrophe that’s 
their own fault.”

She loves the raw danger necessary for good work in many fields, but 
especially in comedy: “You can’t be funny unless you’re 100 percent 
yourself on stage … messy and sloppy and undisciplined and personal. 
And the imperfection of it is what makes it perfect.”

This is Tyler’s first SXSW, and she has anticipated the high that 
comes from events like ComicCon and E3 with “lots of bodies and 

people, where I’m surrounded by my tribe. People want to make fun of 
‘tall pretty girl says she was a nerd,’ but I was painfully uncool for most 
of my life, painfully nerdy. So I love cons. But I’m not a bleeding-edge 
technologist.”

Her work would seem to contradict this. When it comes to pod-
casting, she says “I do everything myself ... I built the website, record 
all the shows, edit them, upload them. I do it myself out of necessity 
and obstinacy. I don’t like it when other people know how to do things 
I don’t.” She is also on numerous social platforms but gets the most 
bang out of Twitter: “You add the most bodies when you’re funny. 
Twitter is so much more viral and explosive.”

Of course, Tyler has her tech gripes, too. “I’m looking for a device 
that will unify everything,” she says. “The tablet’s not powerful and not 
flexible enough. The laptop is the best in the world, but it’s still too 
heavy and the battery life is crap ... I also want real voice integration. 
So when I do an Instagram, I spend 15 minutes revising a caption. I 
want to say, ‘This filter, that thing, go!”

While she looks forward to seeing what new platforms and toys 
debut at SXSW this week, she is most interested in an invention that 
may need a little more time to gestate: “A jetpack with voice recog-
nition that posts to Twitter and Instagram automatically.” (Got that, 
developers?) Tyler pauses: “The real idea I’m not going to tell you, 
because I’m going to do it myself.” n
Aisha Tyler will emcee the SXSW Interactive Awards, taking place on Tuesday, 
March 12 from 6–8:30pm in the Austin Grand Ballroom at the Hilton Austin 
Downtown.

Aisha Tyler: Interactive Awards Emcee 
Finds Perfection in Imperfections
by Emily Gordon
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